Attribution editing has shown remarking progress by the incorporating of encoder-decoder structure and generative adversarial network. However, there are still some challenges in the quality and attribute transformation of the generated images. Encoder-decoder structure leads to blurring of images and the skip-connection of encoder-decoder structure weakens the attribute transfer ability. To address these limitations, we propose a classification adversarial model(Cls-GAN) that can balance between attribute transfer and generated photo-realistic images. Considering that the transfer images are affected by the original attribute using skip-connection, we introduce upper convolution residual network(Tr-resnet) to selectively extract information from the source image and target label. Specially, we apply to the attribute classification adversarial network to learn about the defects of attribute transfer images so as to guide the generator. Finally, to meet the requirement of multimodal and improve reconstruction effect, we build two encoders including the content and style network, and select a attribute label approximation between source label and the output of style network. Experiments that operates at the dataset of CelebA show that images are superiority against the existing state-of-the-art models in image quality and transfer accuracy. Experiments on wikiart and seasonal datasets demonstrate that ClsGAN can effectively implement styel transfer.
Introduction
Attribute editing aims to change an or more attributes of images(e.g., hair color, sex, age, style) and preserve * Corresponding author:jimmy xiang@mail.hzau.edu.cn other unchanging attributes. The key of transfer images is to keep high quality and accuracy of target attribute images. The presentation of generative adversarial network(GAN) [4] greatly promotes the development of attribute editing projects. The results range from local changes, e.g., changing hair color, adding accessories (glasses, hats) and altering facial expressions, to overall changes such as converting gender, age and style.
On attribute transfer, [19, 11, 21] take images and labels as inputs of generator and discriminator to realize the attribute transfer, and the loss function is only to train the performance of verifying the authenticity of the images in discriminator. However, the images contain many attributes, and some of them are correlated with each other, i.e., there are complex relationships. So it is not enough to implement the attribute transfer only by the inputting label. As a solution to the problem, [3, 6, 17, 27, 15, 20] put forward the attribute classification restriction,which independently train attribute classification. Therefore greatly enhances the performance of attribute transformation. However, these models still exist problem of low transfer accuracy in some special attribute conversion.
Encoder-decoder structure [7] is also introduced to realize the attribute conversion conveniently in some models, whereas the bottleneck layer of the structure will result in poor image quality (e.g., blurring or artifacts). To address this issue, [6, 17] apply skip-connection to the encoderdecoder architecture to improve image quality. However, skip-connection leads to a trade-off between image quality and accuracy [17] , i.e., it generates high quality images at the cost of low attribute accurate.
We investigate the shortages of skip-connection are mainly due to the source attribute and details of the images being both transmited into the decoder. Though skipconnection is beneficial to improvement of image quality, it also enhances the attributes information of the source image and reduces the target attribute information. In order to deal with this question and inspired by the residual neural network [28] , we introduce the upper convolution residual network(Tr-resnet) to enhance the target attribute information in decoder. Tr-resnet can selectively acquire source image information and target label information by combining a certain encoding layer information, the decoding layer inputs and outputs information .
Through the deep understanding of the GAN [4] , we find the reason that original and generated images are both inputted to the discriminator instead of original images is to make the discriminator learn about the defects of the generated images during training discriminator. Then the discriminator enhances the generator in a certain direction. Recently proposed models [3, 6, 17, 27, 15] mostly take the original images as input of discriminator to train the attribute classifier. Nevertheless, these methods do not take the effect of generating images into account to improve generator performance. ACGAN [20] also takes generated image as an auxiliary source when training classifier, but the attribute class of generated image is identified as the true category, which weakens classifier training due to the poor quality of the generated images. In this paper, a attribute classification adversarial network is proposed to enhance the classification accuracy. In the training classifier stage, the original image and the generated image are inputted to the classifier where we specify that the attributes of the generated image are indistinguishable and set the attribute values to none.
Meanwhile, drawing on the practices of [27, 15] , Cls-GAN inputs images into two encoders to decouple entanglement between the attributes and unchanged content. Whats more, we approach the encodered attribute and reference labels to keep labels continuous. From Figure1, ClsGAN generates high-quality images with high attribute accuracy.
In conclusion, our contributions are as follows:
1.We propose ClsGAN which has significant improvement in image resolution and attribute classification accuracy. For improve image quality and accurate, we introduce the upper convolution residual network which combined up-sampling with skip-connection technique. This network avoids the drawbacks of a single skip-connection.
2.Influenced by the idea of GAN, we introduce the method of attribute classification adversarial network which applys classifier to guide the generator in certain directions and greatly improve the accuracy of image attributes. At the same time, in order to keep the continuity of attribute label, we approximate the style encodered output to the target label.And ClsGAN designs two encoders to decouple image attribute and content.
3.We propose quantitative and qualitative experimental results in face attribute editing to demonstrate its superiority over the basic model. Art style and season transformation also be used to test the effects of ClsGAN model.
Related works
Generative adversarial network GAN [4] consists of two parts: generator and discriminator. The generator generates an image as photo-realistic as possible to make it difficult for discriminator to distinguish, while discriminator tries to distinguish the generated image from the original image. In order to maintain stability during training, DC-GAN [22] applys convolutional neural net(CNN) and batch normalization into the model. [1, 5] propose Wasserstein-1 distance and Gradient penalty function to enhance training stability and avoid model crash. CGAN [19] takes the reference label as inputs of generator and discriminator to produce specific images that are consistent with the label. GAN has received significant attention since it was proposed, and has been applied to many aspects of the computer field, e.g., image production [4, 22, 1, 5, 2] , image style transfer [19, Figure 2 . The structure of ClsGAN , which mainly includes the structure of generator (a) and discriminator (c). The generator is composed of two encoders and a decoder, which consist of a series of convolution layer and upper convolution residual layer(b) respectively. Discriminator is composed of classifier and adversarial network, whose parameters are Shared. 8, 31, 9] , super resolution image [13] and facial attribute tansfer [14, 29, 11, 21, 26, 3, 6, 17, 27, 15, 16, 30, 25] .
Encoder-decoder structure Geoffrey and Richard [7] propose the automatic encoder network, which includes an encoder to generate a higher-level vector with semantic characteristics and a decoder to restore the original image. Based on this structure, Kingma et al. [10] proposed a variational auto-encoder, which makes the image latent represent obey a specific normal distribution. Then the images belong to specific source dataset are generated by taking the sample from this distribution as input. To achieve attribute editing, VAE/GAN [12] combines VAE [10] with GAN [4] to modify latent expressions of images by reconstructing losses and adversarial losses. [6, 17, 24] employ the skip-connection or skip-connection variant to the encoder-decoder structure to render photo-realistic images.
Image-image transfer Image-image transfer aims for the transfer between two images that exist one or more differences, e.g., the style and attribute differences, but it is unchanged in other aspects. Pix2pix [8] is proposed to realize the mutual transfer between the paired data. Nevertheless, it's difficult to collect paired data with the different attributes for the same identity. Zhu et al. [31] propose CycleGAN that utilizes the cycle consistency loss to preserve the key information of images so as to steer mutual transformation between unpaired data. However, the aforementioned model can only realize the mutual transforma-tion between two domains. With the increase of domains, the number of models increases exponentially, which is not universal and leads to model overfitting and poor generalization ability.
Face attribute editing is an image transformation operation between multiple domains. [3, 6, 17, 27, 15, 16, 30, 25, 20] introduce the attribute classification constraint to discriminator to control the model autonomic implementing attribute classification. StarGAN [3] takes both labels and images as input to control the specific attribute images transfer. AttGAN [6] adds skip-connection based on the structure of encoder-decoder which improve the image quality. [17, 25] both take difference attribute labels as the input. STGAN [17] improves the skip-connection method called STU to auto-selective information between reference images and target label. RelGAN [25] presents matchingaware discriminator and interpolation discriminator to guarantee the attribute transfer and interpolation quality. AME-GAN [27] seperates the input images into image attribute part and image background part on manifolds. Then it enforces attribute latent variables to Gaussian distributions and background latent variables to uniform distributions respectively to achieve attribute transfer procedure controllable. AGUIT [15] utilizes a novel semi-supervised learning process. Then it decomposes image representation into domain-invariant content code and domain-specific style code to handle multi-modal and multi-domain tasks of un-paired image-to-image translation jointly. In [16] , multipath consistency loss is introduced to evaluate the differences between direct and indirect translation to regularize training. UGAN [30] employs a source classifier in discriminator to determine whether the translated image still holds the features of the source domain, so that remove the irrelevant source features. In ACGAN [20] , transfer images are also used as an auxiliary source to train classifier training. In this paper, we propose ClsGAN, which applys Tr-resnet and attribute classification adversarial network to improve image quality and attribute accuracy.
Proposed Method
This section presents the ClsGAN model for arbitrary attribute editing. Firstly, we build the generator framework of ClsGAN by introducing upper convolution residual network and attribute continuity processing. Then, ClsGAN puts forward an adversarial network about attribute classification in discriminator to enhance the accuracy of attribute. Finally, the network structure and model target of ClsGAN are proposed.
Upper convolution residual network(Tr-resnet)
STGAN [17] proves that skip-connection in AttGAN [6] is beneficial to improvement of image quality at the cost of attribute classification accuracy, so STGAN modifys skipconnection called STU. However, it requires more parameters than AttGAN, and the process is relatively complex. In this paper we propose the upper convolution residual network which has the same effect as STU, simple procedure and few parameters. The Tr-resnet structure is shown in Figure 2 (b).
In deep learning, the phenomenon of gradient vanishing will become more obvious as the number of layers deepens. Therefore, Kaiming He et al. [17] propose ResNet to avoid gradient vanishing. Inspired by this idea, we introduce the upper convolution residual network in the decoder to avoide loss of original image and target label information. What's more, for the sake of selective use of resource image and target attribute information, we apply weights to the resource image information in encoder, the current layer and the upper layer information of decoder. Specific operations are as follows:
Where y l denotes the decoder feature of l-th layer, T denotes transposed convolution operation. x 2 denotes the encoder feature of 2-th layer, f l denotes the output of lth of decoder. In formula (2), when l = 3, the model weights and sums about the 2-th layer feature graph information of the encoder, the 4-th layer input and output information of the decoder as the output of the 4-th layer of decoder. When l = 3, the output of decoder is the weighted sum of information the input and output of l-th layer. We initialize α = (a 1 , a 2 , ...a s ), β = (b 1 , b 2 , ..b s ), where a i , b i ∼ unif orm(0, 1) and s equals the number of feature map in y l+1 or x 2 .
Attribute consistency processing
StarGAN [3] and STGAN [17] generate a transfer image with a specific attribute value(0 or 1), but such an image is relatively single and discontinuous about attribute. AttGAN [6] employs an style controller to realize multimodal for a specific attribute on the basis of source model. In order to control the attribute value continuously, the attribute value obtained by the attribute encoder is approximated to the real attribute value in this paper. The optimization formula is as follows:
Where t r denotes reference label of source image, E a denotes attribute encoder in generator. || · || l denotes l 1 loss. GAN [4] updates the generator according to the deficiency of generated image which is learned about by the discriminator. Based on this idea, we apply the adversarial method to classification attributes. [3, 6, 17] take real images as the input of classifier, and then use the optimized classifier to improve the generator. However, it is difficult for classifier to discover the difference between the generated images and source images.
Attribute classified adversarial network
In our model, the classifier is designed as an adversarial network. The source image and the generated image are fed into the classifier to optimize classifier simultaneously, and then the classifier trains the generator according to the defects in the generated image. When training classifier about source images, the category is required to be separable and the value is defined as 1(true) at the same time the attribute value is correct. So the clssifier needs to optimize the whole attribute evaluation values for the source images. In contrast, classifier only needs to assume that it is inseparable for generated images and the value is 0(false), so the remaining classification attribute values are not considered needlessly. The detailed operation is shown in (c) in Figure 2 . Meanwhile, in order to maintain the stability of the model, ClsGAN adds a penalty function for classification loss. The concrete operation is shown in the loss function. We define the loss function of training generator and classifier about classification adversarial net as follows:
Where L C d and L C g denote the loss functions when training classifier(C) and generator about attributes. R a , F a represent classification losses in source and transfer images repepctively. E x * denotes gradient penalty term about x * which is obtained by line sampling between the original and the generated images. x r and x f are source and transfer images. t r and t f are both the vector with n+1-dimensions, where the first dimension is used to determine whether the attribute is separable or not, define t The decoder E d concatenates the content features from E c and attribute feature from E a (or the reference label) which extends to the same size as the content feature to construct a whole feature vector. Then decoder E d takes the whole feature vector as input to generate reconstructed images or images with specific attributes. For purpose of seletive use of attribute information and original image information, the decoder E d that consists of a series of upsampled convolutional layers applys the structure of upper residual network. The specific structure is shown in Figure  2(b) .
Network structure
The discriminator D consists of a series of convolution layers, and it shares parameters with the classifier C which has the same structure with D (except for the last layer). The source image and generated image are used as the input of discriminator and classifier. It is assumed that the image attribute dimension is n dimension. So the output dimension of classifier is n + 1 dimension. The first dimension is used to distinguish whether the attribute is separable or not and the remaining n dimension vector correspond to the n-dimensional attributes of the images. By referring to the method of loss function in target detection [23] , the classification vector of the generated image only takes the first dimension for loss function operation, and the other dimensions are expressed as none in the training classifier stage. The specific method is shown in Figure 2 (c).
Loss function
Adversarial loss In order to maintain stability, we follow the loss function defined by WGAN [1] and WGAN-GP [5] , and define the loss function of generator and discriminator during training as follows: Where x is obtained by the linear sampling between the original image x and the generated image, and c represents the difference vector between the target attribute vector and the original attribute vector. Generator(G) is composed of encoder E c , E a (Representing content encoder and attribute encoder respectively) and decoder E d . D denotes discriminator. The specific relationship about G is as follows:
Reconstitution loss StarGAN reconstructs the original images by means of cycle consistency loss, which is not direct enough and will increase the lack of image generation during the cycle. In contrast, ClsGAN uses the attribute encoder to directly encode the input image attributes, and then directly takes the attributes and content features into the decoder to reconstruct the image. The reconstruction loss function is as follows:
Where the L 1 norm is used to surpress blurring of reconstitution images and to maintain clarity. Object model Considering formula (7) , (9) , the target loss functions of training discriminator D and classifier C can be expressed as:
The target function of the generator is:
Where L C d , L Cg denote classification adversarial losses of classifier and generator which is mentioned in section 3.2. L a denotes the attribute approximation loss mentioned in section 3.3. λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 are model tradeoff parameters.
Experiments
We use Adam optimizer to train the model, and its' parameters are set to β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.999. The learning rate of the first 10 epoch is set as 2 × 10 −4 , and it is linearly attenuated to 0 at the next 10 epoch. In all experiments, the parameter is set as λ 1 = 0.5, λ 2 = 1, λ 3 = 20 and λ 4 = 1 .All experiments are both performed in a Pytorch environment, with training on a single GeForce RTX 208 GPU. Source code can be found at https://github. com/liuying/Cls-GAN.git.
Dataset
CelebA [18] is used in this paper for training and testing of facial attribute transformation. The CelebA dataset is a large face dataset, which contains more than 200, 000 images of celebrities' faces and 40 facial attributes. In this paper, the last 2000 images of the dataset are used as the test set, and the remaining images are all used as the training set. We perform center cropping the initial 178 × 218 size images to 170 × 170, then resize them as 128 × 128 for training and test images.
13 of the 40 attributes are selected for attribute transfer in the paper, which are "Bald", "Bangs", "Black Hair", "Blond Hair", "Brown Hair", "Bushy Eyebrows", "Eyeglasses", "Gender", "Mouth Open", "Mustache", "No Beard", "Pale Skin" and "age". These attributes already covers the most prominent of all attributes.
Image Quality Assessment
The FID method is used to evaluate the image quality. ClsGAN, StarGAN, AttGAN and STGAN models all use the test set of ClsGAN model to generate transformed images. All 13 attribute images corresponding to each source image in test set are randomly selected 5 as the dataset(a total of 10, 000 generated images) to evaluate image quality. At the same time, SSIM is adopted to evaluate the similarity between reconstructed images and original images. The specific comparison results are shown in Table 1 , from which it can be seen that the method in this paper is superior to other methods in image quality, indicating that the use of upper convolution residual network operation is indeed helpful to improve the quality of generated images. Compared with STGAN, we improved the reconstruction rate by 4 percentage points to 97%.
Meanwhile, we also shows the transfer effects and reconstruction effects generated by these four methods.The generated image is almost indistinguishable from the original image in terms of image quality from Figure 1 .From Figure 5 , ClsGAN has a higher degree of restoration in the aspects of background color and skin color compared with AttGAN and STGAN. 
Image attribute resolution evaluation
In order to evaluate the classification accuracy, we use the training set of CelebA dataset to train a classifier for 13 attributes, and use the same test set with ClsGAN model. The average accuracy of test set is 93%. Similarly, the three comparison models mentioned in 4.1 section are compared in terms of attribute accuracy with our model. For single attribute transfer,it can be seen from Figure 3 that the results of our model have a great improvement on the overall level of attributes.
In order to further compare the transformation ability of each model, we listed the conversion rate of 13 attributes on the test set about four models in the form of a bar chart. From the figure 6, the 'Bangs' attribute transfer accuracy is improved by 10 percentage points compared with STGAN, and the 'Mouthopen' attribute is improved by 6 percentage points compared with AttGAN.
To show the effects of attribute approximation method, Figure 4 lists the transfer images of the above four models with values attribute label of 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 respectively. We not only test atribute values between 0 and 1, but also values that is bigger than 1, and the performance was still great. It indicates that our model implements the continuity of attributes.We can see that the transformation effect is good on continuity for largely modified information about the source images (such as bangs).
Seasons and artistic styles transfer
In order to prove the transformation ability, we also use the model to realize the mutual transformation between dif- It can be seen from the Figure 7 8 that we realizes the transformation of seasons and styles of images, and the images quality is high, indicating that the model learns the features between different attributes and the unchanged features in the images.
Concludes
ClsGAN solves the constraint problem between image attribute and quality caused by skip-connection by intro-ducing the upper convolution residual network (Tr-resnet), which provides the a method for producing high quality and attribute accuracy images. In order to improve the attribute accuracy of the generated image, we propose the classified adversarial network inspired by the generated adversarial network. At the same time, in order to meet the requirement of multimodal, we make an approximation between reference label and attribute feature vector generated by style encoder. Experiments demonstrate the great effectiveness of ClsGAN in face attribute editing, style and season conversion.
